Data Engineer

We are looking for a passionate data specialist to join our digital team. You will work closely and in collaboration with interdisciplinary teams to strengthen our platforms and to improve our products.

*You have a great attitude? Exceptional work ethic? And the strong desire to develop your technical and analytical skills? Then, join us.*

About the role

- Design, implementation and maintenance of data models and flows to connect platforms, processes, user journeys and analytics;
- Creation and execution of data transformation and integration processes (ETL);
- Prototyping and implementation of data management interfaces in collaboration with internal stakeholders;
- Conception and integration of process- and business automation;
- Ensuring privacy compliance of systems and processes according to legal requirements;
- Performing end user training;
- Defining, assessing and challenging project objectives and functional specifications;
- Technical consulting, project monitoring and prototyping as part of cross-functional teams;
- Supporting stakeholders with ad-hoc SQL queries for analysis and reporting.

About you

- You have professional experience with application and database development. Professional experience in digital media or publishing industry is considered a strong asset;
- Good conceptional know-how and experience in information and data architecture design;
- Solid understanding and professional experience with web development fundamentals (Full Stack);
- Excellent know-how of relational databases (SQL). Additional NoSQL know-how is considered an asset;
- Expertise and experience with complex data integration and ETL scenarios;
- Professional ability to estimate, assess and qualify project results;
- Good knowledge of analytics, conversion and performance monitoring with Google Analytics;
- Strong interest in user-centred visual design processes and good understanding of digital user experience;
- Profound sense of quality and aesthetics;
- Positive attitude and passionate personality;
- Enjoy creating and optimizing processes;
- Self-starter, fast-learner, self-organized and proactive with strong communication skills;
- Ability to prioritize, multitask, focus and work under tight deadlines;
- Experience with Salesforce and Amazon AWS platform is considered a strong asset;
- Professional experience with iterative processes in agile teams is considered an asset;
- Fluent in English. French is a strong asset.

What we offer

- A dynamic environment, an involved team and a positive working climate;
- A full-time, permanent work contract (“CDI”);
- Immediate start date or start date to be agreed.

To apply: [https://maisonmoderne.recruiterbox.com/jobs/fk0ftaq](https://maisonmoderne.recruiterbox.com/jobs/fk0ftaq)